
Damn Devil
Based on the novel Survival by Yu Fengwei

director: Li Jianping
group work led by Gong Yujiao
set designer: Wang Lvwei
choreographer: group
music: group
opening date: 24/12/2012
running time: 100 min.

cast: Yujiao Gong, Yi Liang, Wei Song, Xin Tang, Xiaopeng Teng, Yanzhen Wang, Xiao Zhou, 
Jiawei Chen, Yuxiang Fang, Xiao Han, Fengjiao Li, Jianheng Li, Hongyang Yuan, Fengyuan 
Wang

Damn Devil is an adaptation of the Chinese novel Survival. The story takes place in the winter of 
1942. In the night, a partisan visits a small village in northern China. He is accompanied by a 
Japanese quartermaster and the latter’s translator. He asks the villagers to look after the prisoners 
and promises to return for them in fifteen days. The villagers, who have not yet been involved in 
the war, are now forced to feed the two captives from what remains of their food supply. After 
the appointed time, the partisan orders the execution of the two Japanese prisoners. But just 
before the execution, the villagers make a deal with the prisoners: their lives will be spared if 
they can procure food. The prisoners make their way though a snowstorm on a long road to a 
Japanese camp.
The show was prepared in cooperation with students from the Directing Department of Shanghai 
Theatre Academy.

Shanghai Theatre Academy, founded in 1945, is one of China’s leading institutions of higher 
education in the arts. The Academy is organized into the following departments: acting, stage 
design, directing and dramatic literature. It includes the College of Chinese Opera, the College of 
Dance, the College of Television Arts, the College of Creativity Studies and two college 
preparatory schools: the Chinese Opera School and the Dance School. Each year the Academy 
sends groups of teachers and students abroad for international tours and shows. Experts from 
different countries are also invited to deliver guest lectures and workshops and to cooperate on 
thesis productions. In 1998 the school initiated the Shanghai Experimental Theatre Festival, now 
in its seventh edition. Professional theatre groups from Asia, Europe and North America have 
participated in productions and public seminars. In 2008, seventeen theatre institutes from the 
Asia-Pacific region established the Asia-Pacific Bureau, a regional institutional body of the ITI, 
based in Shanghai. In the same year, the Academy joined the Global Alliance of Theatre Schools, 
which unites thirteen theatre schools. During its presidency in 2011, it organized a symposium 
and exhibition entitled Stage Art.
Shanghai Academy, Brown University and Princeton University together form the Drama 
Review Consortium. With co-funding from the aforementioned universities and from Yale 
University and New York University, the Academy organized the first Winter Institute in January 
2012.


